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When Mary Boleyn comes to court as an innocent girl of 14, she catches the eye of Henry VIII.

Dazzled by the king, Mary falls in love with both the golden prince and her growing role as an

unofficial queen. However, she soon realizes just how much she is a pawn in her family's ambitious

plots when the king's interest begins to wane and she is forced to step aside for her best friend and

rival: her powerfully ambitious sister, Anne Boleyn. As Mary watches Anne manipulate her rise to

the throne, Mary knows that she must defy her family and her king and take her fate into her own

hands. A rich and compelling tale of love, ambition, lust, and intrigue, The Other Boleyn Girl

introduces a woman of extraordinary determination and desire who lived at the very center of the

most exciting and glamorous court in Europe and survived by following her heart.
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I had more or less given up reading historical novels when I ran out of books by Jean Plaidy to read.

For me, she was one of the truly rare authours (saving Sharon Kay Penman of course) who got the

feel, tone and character of her subject matter right. So that I had more or less stopped looking out

for new books in this genre to read. And then I saw "The Other Boleyn Girl" at my local bookstore,

and after sampling the first chapter, I realized that I had to buy this book. And I'm awfully glad that I

did. What a simply wonderful read!! Phillipa Gregory did a really splendid job of evoking the

splendor and turbulence of Henry VIII's court. I also thought that her choice of narrator, Mary Boleyn

(the elder of the Boleyn sisters) was an inspired as well. Most historians (and perhaps I've only read

the those that espoused this majority view) tend to dismiss Mary as an empty headed good time girl



because she was used and cast aside with very little ceremony; and because she never rose as

high as her sister, Anne. But you have to wonder: Mary was also the only Boleyn sibling to survive

the vicissitudes of Henry VIII's reign, and the fall of the Howard-Boleyn fortunes; she also managed

to marry for love (and a happy and lasting marriage it proved to be too) the second time around. So

perhaps there was a lot more to the 'other Boleyn girl' than everyone credits?Gregory's novel opens

and closes with two executions -- it begins with the execution of the Duke of Buckingham in 1521,

and ends with the execution of Anne Boleyn in 1536. With this rather grim events framing her book,

the novel proper starts in 1522, with Anne arrival at the Tudor court, where her elder sister, Mary, is

already lady-in-waiting to Henry's wife, Queen Katherine.
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